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Abstract
Norvaclays, a lot of fuzzy rule based risk assessment methocls are in practice,
For the lot of ones there are not able to handle the extremeness accorcling to tire
authors because of some kind of averaging dissolve the extremeness immediate}y
at the beginning and it just goes on with average especial}y if extremeness is high
or iow in opinions or in measured data. The opinion or the experiences of experts
are important for risk assessment and it should be taken into consideration the
extremenesses as r,vell but not as an avelage at the beginning. So the authors
emphasizes a new method to soive the problem.l

Introduction
The motivation was to hand}e the extremenesses, which containing important informations about an investigated area. At a company rn hen one do any kind of
questionnaires for investigating some area one do not have too much data from fulfil}ed questionnaires. Therefore one can not take immediate}y the input data as
average at least at the beginning because information are iost.
Ross (2010) has a well done introduction into fuzzy logic and its engineering
applications in hlzzy decision process as well. Pokorádi (2008) investigated huzy
decision plocess in engineering. Liu et al. (2010) did a literature review aborrt
putting fuzzy mathematics into practice on risk assessment. Ross et aI. (2002) show
the deference betwe en flzzy logic and probability. Johanyák (2012) shows the clonal
selection algorithm which was tested successfully.
The aim of the paper is to offer a new fuzzy rule based risk assessment method,
The Summarized DeFuzzyfication (SDF) can handle the extremenesses of data in
fuzzy decision process.
1Mathematical Subject Classification(2008): 03E72, 03E75
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Thc outline of the paper is as tbilows: The Section 2. slrorns the classic:alíuzzy
decisiorr process u,ith a sampie. The Section 3. represents the method of summarized
deflzzyfi,cation theoretically and provides a sample for it. The Sectiorr 3. goes on
summary and future rvolk and shows tire acknowledgnrent, The iast section gives
t}re references.

2 The traditional fuzzy rule

based decision

The classical fuzzv decision rnethot] has the next parts: fuzzyfrcation. irrference.
composition and defuzzyfication. In tuzzyfr,cation part one put the input data to
fuzzyfy thenr for fuzz,:r decision process, The next part is the inference in whicii IfThen rules are created for decision process. The composition is the nert orre. Here
one should handle the multi-valrte of sarne íuzzy rnembership functions and the last
part is the defirzzyfication to lrave crisp vaiue for the fuzzy decision pTocess. A11 of
these are shown on
I
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Figure 1: Traditional huzy rule based decision flowchart
The cerrter of gravity (COG) is used in this paper for defuzzrrfication method
according to eqrration (1).
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the crisp value of defuzzyíication,
the i,th fuzzy membership function.
the rrumber of fuzzy membership functions.

TYaditional sample

At this point, the Authors
based decisiorr.

give

a sample to demonstrate the classical fuzzy rule
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Figure 2: \,{embership function at different categories
||

Catastrophic
lV[oderate

Frequent Likel1, Occasiorral Seldonr Unlikely
trH
trH
N{

Negligible

EH - Extra High, H - High, M - Medium, L - Low
Table 1: The Risk Assessment Matrix

First of all the severitv, the probability and the risk linguistic rariables are defined. For each value of. ftzzy linguistic variables belongs a fuzzy membelship function. The severity linguistic variable has the next values like negiigible, moderate,
critical and catastrophic and defined on Figure 2. The probability linguistic variable

has the next values like unlikeiv, seldom, occasiona}, }ikely and frequent and defined
on Figure 2. The risk linguistic variable has the next values like low, medium, high,
extra high and defined on Figure 2.
The next step is to create the lf-Then rules which represent in this case in a
so-ca}led risk assessment matrix on Table 1. Now let it be gíven the X's opinion
about sevelity with 4.5 and X's opinion about the probability with 0.006 and Y's
opinion of severity with 5 and Y's opinion of probability with 0.004. Their average
of severity ís 4.75 and their average of probabi}ity is 0.005. These are the input data.
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In condition of lf-Then rules are t}re flzzyíied inprrt data which join together rn'ith
minimum operator. The infererrce has the next non zero results for risk:
If the severity is Critical with 0.75 and the probability is Occasiorial with 0.699
then tlre risk is High with 0.699.
If the severity is Moderate with 0.25 and the probability is Occasional with 0.699
t}ren the risk is \,íedium with 0.25.
If the severity is Critical with 0.75 and the probability is Seidom with 0.301 then
the risk is Medium rnith 0.301.
If the severity is l\,Ioderate with 0.25 and the probabiiity is Seldom with 0.301
then the risk is Lorv with 0.25.
There are the inprrt data fuzzyfied in the conditions of lf-Then rules and th.e
conclusion parts contain the menrbership values of the risks. In the enumeration of
If-Then rules, there are two N,íedium linguistic values for risk linguistic variable wítlr
0.301 and 0.25 fuzzy membership values. These two rnedium values are joint with
maximum operator in composition, If a linguistic variable }ras Inore same lirrguistic
values then one, so these same lingrristic values are joint together with maximum
operator. Therefore the medium value is 0.301 for risk. So the crisp value of risk is
5,14 using the equation ( 1 ), This result can be giverr to experts or managers to
make their decisions because they do responsibilit_v for that.

3

Summarized DeFrrzzyfication (SDF)

This section introduces shortiy the theoretical description of summarized clefuzz,vfication thereafter gives a sample for it. T}re theoreticai consideration is to can be
handle the extremenesses before the averaging of input data. To corrnt the Íuzzy
rule based decision process one must be to have data from questionnaires.
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Figure 3: Fuzzy risk with summarized defuzzyfication flou,chart
beginning, all input data without any averaging must be let till the
composition part also the composition must be done too, So the result of decision is
ín fuzzy form for aII input data. Thereafter one must do the deíuzzyfi,cation process
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for crisp -ualue lvith tlie equation ( 2
on Figtrre 3.

The summarizecl defuzzvficatiori is showrr
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the crisp value of summarízed defuzzyfrcation,
lhe jth íuzz7r membership functiorl
which belongs to ,ith opinion (input data),
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Sample for summarized defuzzyfication

At this point the created model irr 2.1 subsection is usable for this sample. It means
the severit;r, the probability and the risk categories rvith their tuzzy, membership
functions are the same and the risk matrix as weil. The input data are the same.
Now the X's fuzzy opinion about t}re risk is Lou, with 0.222, L,{edium with 0.5 arrd
High with 0.5 from where the crisp r,alue is counted with equation ( 1 ) r.vhich is
4,644. After the Y's fuzzy opinion about the risk is h'Iedium with 0.398 and High
with 0.602 from where the crisp value is counted with equation ( 1 ) which is 5.346.
Now the common fuzzy opinion is counted according to equation ( 2 ) where the
number of ftzzy membership functton m : 4 also the number of risk categories
furthermore the number of opinions n :2. So the result for common flzzy opirrion
is 4.972. The common fuzzy opinion is on Figure 4. That resu}t is quite different
from the averaging one.
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Result at "Summarized" composition
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4

Summary and future work

The summarized deflzzyfrcation method is sensitive to extreme expeTt opinion. The
summarized defuzzyfication takes the extrernenesses much better into consideration
then the traditional deíuzzyfication method because it does not skip tlre extremenesses but it allows to go alorrg the fuzzy decision process tii} the composition and
on the last step takes into consider the extremenesses at defuzz;rfication step. The
managers and/or experts must have responsibilities about using resuits baserl upon
their knornledge and experiences. The Authors future work is to put into practice
SDF and test the method.
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